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Data warehouses have evolved to cope with the huge volumes of data flowing through the workplace by separating the data used for reporting and decision making from the operational systems. The purpose of the data warehouse is simply to store the raw data, and in combination with Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services, this data can be transformed into accessible information that reflects the real factors affecting the enterprise.
 In this book, we introduce the key concepts of data warehousing, OLAP, and data mining. In addition to coverage of Data Transformation Services (DTS) and MDX, this book also demonstrates how to develop an Analysis Services client application, and how to secure and optimize your data warehouse. There is also an in-depth discussion of the exciting new topic of Web Housing. 

 By reading this book, you will learn how best to employ data warehousing and OLAP in your business, and how to leverage it to provide your organization with improved revenue and profitability. 

 This book covers: 

 Understanding Analysis Services Architecture
 Designing Data Warehouses and Data Marts
 Using Data Transformation Services (DTS) in Data Warehousing
 Techniques for Data Mining and Analysis
 Building OLAP cubes with Analysis Manager, and programmatically through DSO
 Securing, Administrating and Optimizing a Data Warehouse and OLAP system
 Using Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) to query OLAP cubes
 Building OLAP client applications with Visual Basic and ASP
 English Query, PivotTable Service
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CD-R/DVD Disc Recording DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2000
A-Z guide to data storage for video/audio pros.
For professionals and hobbyists alike, Lee Purcell's CD-R/DVD: Digital Recording to Optical Media is the first and last word on this subject. YouAEll find expert and thorough explanations of CD-R and DVD-RAM technology, including inhouse CD duplication, labeling and printing systems, and Web sites...
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The Caucasus - An Introduction (Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe Series)Routledge, 2009
The Caucasus is one of the most complicated regions in the world: with many different peoples and political units, differing religious allegiances, and frequent conflicts, and where historically major world powers have clashed with each other. Until now there has been no single book for those wishing to learn about this complex region. This book...
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Artificial Intelligence and Symbolic Computation: 7th International Conference, AISC 2004, Linz, Austria, September 22-24, 2004.Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Symbolic Computation, AISC 2004, held in Linz, Austria in September 2004.
The 17 revised full papers and 4 revised short papers presented together with 4 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book....
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Write Portable Code: An Introduction to Developing Software for Multiple PlatformsNo Starch Press, 2005
Tech Republic, August 4, 2005
   This sample chapter examines the issues you'll run into when moving code between processor architectures.     

       GBGames’ Blog, July 21, 2005
   Within the first few chapters, I’ve already learned about a new tool.     

...
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Perl 6 Fundamentals: A Primer with Examples, Projects, and Case StudiesApress, 2017

	Gain the skills to begin developing Perl 6 applications from the ground up in this hands-on compact book, which includes a foreword from Larry Wall, creator of Perl. You’ll learn enough to get started building with Perl 6, using Perl 6’s gradual typing, handy object orientation features, powerful parsing capabilities, and...
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Designing Games: A Guide to Engineering ExperiencesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Ready to give your design skills a real boost? This eye-opening book helps you explore the design structure behind most of today’s hit video games. You’ll learn principles and practices for crafting games that generate emotionally charged experiences—a combination of elegant game mechanics, compelling fiction, and...
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